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Skinker DeBaliviere Community 
Housing Corporation 

Board Meeting 
June 3, 2020 

 
Minutes 

Present:  Directors; Erich Friesen, Richard Bose, Joe Fank, Alice Stanley and Paul Hohmann; Executive 
Director Gary Boehnke  
The meeting was called to order by President Erich Friesen, at 6:43 p.m. This was a virtual and call-in 
meeting due to COVID 19. 
 
Minutes from the March 4, 2020 meeting were read and approved. 

Executive Director Report 
Notes 
Federal Funds – Most of the COVID 19 relief funds were not a fit for us.  Gary applied for the $10k 
“Disaster Loan Assistance” for SDCHC, which give us just a thousand dollars. 
 
SDCHC Annual Compilation – Our 2019 Financial Compilation was started and is almost finished.  Our 
CPA does not want to increase the Balance Sheet value of 5946 McPherson, believing that it is not per 
GAAP.  Gary has not had a chance to investigate the GAAP policies on this; you can not change the 
“BOOK VALUE”  but we are aware that per GAAP policies, you should change the Balance Sheet value 
when the value goes down and it is unlikely to come back.  Why would this not be the same for an 
increase?  Gary will look into this more. 
 
Alice noted that if you are going to borrow against a property; that you would want the collateral value to 
be reflected on your Balance Sheet. 

 
Revolving Loan Fund – Gary has spoken with Brandon Sterling about SDCHC’s idea of creating a 
revolving loan fund to help small contractors and owner-rehabbers to finance rehab projects in the 
community.  They visited about Brandon writing a Funding Proposal for us to use in soliciting grants for 
the loan fund.  He and Brandon will be talking more to get to a cost estimate for his work. 
 
Project Report 

#15005 Walker Townhomes – Question was asked; What is the status of sales for the Walker?  We do not 
have a second contract yet nor do we have an investor-buyer.  The current buyer has extended their 
contract with us.  It takes two contracts to release construction financing. 

#20002 Delmar & DeBaliviere Form Based Code – The question was asked, Will not the new Form Based 
Code promote/further development in Skinker DeBaliviere? 

Form Based code will only be along Delmar and DeBaliviere and it will not promote development per say 
but will have additional guidance and restrictions on top of the City Zoning code and the Delmar Link 
Redevelopment Plan.  It should eliminate projects needing to get variances for some design items that are 
standard in these areas.  It should bring consistency and clarity to future development, better protection for 
the neighborhoods. 
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#20004 SDCHC Planning Session – We cancelled our planning sessions in March due to COVID 19.  
There was discussion as to how we might still have a planning session.  Not a lot of support for a virtual 
meeting.  Maybe we could do an outdoor meeting in person. 

 

Projects and Property 

#20000 Refinance 5946 McPherson – The refinance was completed this afternoon, documents signed, and 
the check was picked up from the title company.  After paying a couple of expenses for the Walker and 
Alanson the balance of the funds will be held in reserve for now. 

Moved to closed session at 6:57 p.m. 

Returned to regular session at 7:06 p.m. 

Other Business 
Alanson Building GP – As part of the refinancing of the Alanson’s bond debt; we can finally release 7171 
Delmar (Dave Mastin & Jeff Mugg) from the Alanson Building General Partnership.  7171 Delmar was to 
be released in the first three years or sooner of the project, but the current lender on the first deed of trust 
would not release them (the lender preferred the extra guarantee on the note).  While not active in the day 
to day management of the Alanson, Jeff & Dave, shared their expertise and support during all these years 
(project is now 13 years old). 

Motion was made and second to: Allocate $15,000 for the buyout of 7171 Delmar from the Alanson Building 
GP.  Also, to express our appreciation for them staying with the partnership far longer then anticipated and for 
sharing their expertise and experience.  Passed. 

 
Moved to Adjourn 7:34 p.m. 


